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For hydrodynamic power transmis-
sion, the main task of the operating
fluid is to transport its kinetic energy
in a closed circuit between the pri-
mary part (pump) and the secondary
part (turbine). The three Föttinger
units converter, coupling and retarder
which are based on this functional
principle can be used for a wide range
of power transmission applications.
The typical operating behaviour of
these units, the variety of applications
and the fact that other machine ele-
ments are used more frequently,
result in various specific requirements
on the operating fluid, some of them
contradicting each other. When fluids
are selected, compromises are often
necessary which then affect the over-
all design of the units. It is virtually
impossible to have a uniform opera-
ting fluid for all Föttinger units used
nowadays.

1. Basics

Hermann Föttinger’s basic invention
described the functional principle of
hydrodynamic power transmission for
the first time in 1905. The VDI
Directive 2153 of April 1994 classifies
the three Föttinger units developed
from this basic invention in types and
explains their function in detail.

The three units are characterised by
the fact that the dual energy conver-
sion is performed by rotating guide
vanes, i.e. hydrodynamic machines.
The guide vanes are located inside a
housing, and the energy-transporting
fluid flows through them, one after the

other, in a closed circuit. The calcula-
tion of the working circuit is based
primarily on Euler’s and Reynolds’
fluid equations and model specificati-
ons, which were adopted for the use
in practice. Fig. 2 shows this scheme,
using a hydrodynamic coupling with
constant fill, sealed to the outside, as
an example.

Euler’s turbine equation generally
describes the energy conversion in
rotating guide vane rows. The hydro-
dynamic model equation can be de-
rived from this equation via the Euler
figure.

On account of the interaction of
several guide vane rows, two for the
coupling and retarder and at least
three for the converter, Föttinger units
have their own operating behaviour.
Their interaction can be clearly recog-
nised by the standard guide vane
arrangement of hydrodynamic cou-
plings. The mass between the pump
and turbine, which is necessary for
energy transport, can only flow in the
event of a speed difference (slip) bet-
ween the two guide vanes, i.e. in the
rotating system.
The circulating mass flow results in a
frictional connection of both  guide
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Fig. 1: Föttinger units - Basic elements
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Characteristic relation
(characteristic curve)

λ = f(νη, V)    with   νη = ϖT/ϖP

V = filling volume

During the establishment of the
hydrodynamic model equation, the
optimum operating fluid is character-
ised only by its density. The viscosity
and the relevant flow losses caused
by the real operating fluid flowing
through the guide vane rows due to
friction, jerk and separation angles
are recorded implicitly only by the
power factor λ.
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vanes. So the speed ratio (slip) auto-
matically adapts as a function of the
load (main characteristic curve).

The transmission behaviour of a cou-
pling can clearly be described with
the help of two equations.

Hydrodyn. model equation

or

Though calculation technology has
made much progress for many years,
it is still difficult to develop a suffi-
ciently precise geometry of the
Föttinger units merely numerically.
Thus, the power factors used in prac-
tice are determined from the torques
and speeds measured on the test
stand. By selecting the test fluid and
determining the measuring tempera-
ture ranges using Reynolds’ similarity
laws, the viscosity influence of the
operating fluid included in the power
factor λ can be maintained within
acceptable limits. For power trans-
mission, in addition to the high densi-
ty, the low viscosity at a high viscosi-
ty index can also be derived as further
desirable fluid property.

2. Operating behaviour

A specific characteristic of all three
Föttinger units is that the mechanical
energy supplied to the input shaft
(pump, rotor) can be converted
wearfree and infinitely.

The number of guide vanes and their
arrangement determine the operating
behaviour. The Föttinger unit, called
„converter“ with at least three guide
vanes permits the conversion of the
two power factors torque and speed,
and thus it also represents an infinite-
ly variable gearbox.

Couplings with two guide vanes
transmit the introduced torque with-
out changing it, with infinitely variable
output speed. They belong to the fric-
tional starting and variable speed
couplings.
Hydrodynamic brakes or retarders
with   two   guide  vanes  completely

Fig. 2: Hydrodynamic principles
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convert the introduced mechanical
energy into heat. They are used as
safety equipment in drive systems
with moving masses, or as driven
machines for heat generation.
Compared to mechanical converters,
couplings or brakes, the inevitable
conversion losses (heat) of Föttinger
units are produced in the operating
fluid directly, without mechanical
wear. The heat can only be dissipated
via the machine surface for few appli-
cations.
As a rule, a partial current is taken
from the working circuit, fed through a
heat exchanger and returned again,
cooled down, into the working circuit.
This process is either possible by
making use of the energy potential in
the closed loop of the Föttinger unit,
or via an open loop by means of
pumps.

As a function of the unit type, design
and operating behaviour, the external
power flux to be cooled varies consi-
derably. This external cooling flow
shall be kept as small as possible for
different reasons. For the main func-
tion of energy transmission, further
desirable properties are a high speci-
fic heat, a high permissible operating
temperature and a great effective
temperature drop.

3. Type and design-specific
requirements

The variety of the requirements to be
met by the operating fluid can only be
summarised generally in a specifica-
tion (fig. 4) and shall be explained in
more detail with the help of four sel-
ected examples.

3.1 Specification

The basic function of power transmis-
sion in Föttinger units needs to be
suitable for practical design, using
fluids suited for industrial uses and
covering a wide range of applications.

This paper can only indicate the qua-
lity of the desirable properties, the
relevant limits and standards need to
be determined as a function of the
respective type and design. The addi-
tional minimum requirements speci-
fied for power transmission shall be
explained in the following.

Adequate protection against cor-
rosion

Standard materials such as cast iron,
steel, cast aluminium and copper
bronze are used for Föttinger units. In
the vehicle manufacturing industry,
lightweight constructions are pre-
ferred. For fluids on mineral oil basis,
the protective effect may be affected
by ageing products getting in contact
with water.

No reaction of non-ferrous heavy
metal

This specification is applicable to all
fluids since reaction residues may cause
malfunctions or even a unit failure.
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Fig. 3: Illustration, characteristics of Föttinger units
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Fig. 4: Specified fluid properties
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Low cavitation trend

Fluids on the basis of mineral oil hard-
ly tend to cavitate due to the wide
evaporation spectrum. Nevertheless,
cavitation may occur, but in most
cases it can be prevented by taking
specific hydrodynamic measures.

Resistance to ageing due to oxida-
tion

The hydrodynamic mode of operation
intensifies the contact with the
ambient air, in particular with partly
filled couplings and brakes. However,
the advantage of the high operating
temperature of the fluids on hydrocar-
bon basis should not disappear.

Non-toxic

This should be a standard require-
ment by now.

Suitability for standard processes

Nowadays this is an important pro-
duct requirement. Föttinger units with
individual volumes of 0.5 l to 10,000 l
per unit are used world-wide. Prior to
their use, the units might have been in
sea transit for several weeks and then
stored on site for several months. The
operating fluid should be compatible
with various preservation agents.

It is always a problem when the struc-
ture of a fluid procured locally under
the same designation is different from
that in Europe. In particular for heavy-
duty fluids, it should be possible that
the unit manufacturer can rely on

identical quality requirements when
the great fluid suppliers use the same
product designation.
In addition, the expectations of manu-
facturers of top-quality machines as
to fluids being free from dirt and to
the fluid water content are often not
fulfilled.

Nowadays, a safe disposal and a
favourable price should go without
saying.

3.2 Constant fill coupling

Constant fill couplings are used
throughout the power transmission
industry, in the power flow between
motor and driven machine to ensure a
smooth start-up, torque limitation and
system separation in the event of
vibrations and jerks.
The main components are supported
by relative bearings and are sealed to
the outside. The standard runner
material is aluminium cast alloy.
Standard operating fluids are hydrau-
lic oils HLP, viscosity class ISO VG 32.
To limit the thermal inner pressure, the
filling opening is designed in such a
way that filling is limited to max. 85%.
The heat losses due to slip during
start-up and nominal operation are
dissipated through the coupling sur-
face. Excess temperatures are moni-
tored via a thermal switching element.
In case of any particular situations, a
fusible plug responds releasing a
draining opening, and the coupling
sprays off.

For the main fields of application
underground and for preservation of
ground water, new fluids had to be
approved. The currently approved
fluids are shown in Fig. 6.

As a function of the type, minimum
lubricating capability for antifriction
bearings and compatibility with the
sealing material should be additional
fluid properties. Solutions for special
applications at low temperatures are
also evaluated. The standard fluid
meets all product characteristics
during normal operation.

Water or HFA fluids meet the require-
ments of underground applications,
but their use is often limited to  this
application only,  due to various dis-
advantages. Considering their low
temperature of use and their tenden-Fig. 5: Constant fill coupling
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Fig. 6: Fluids for constant fill couplings



3.3 Variabl speed coupling,
torque converter

For variable speed couplings, the
transmission behaviour can be ad-
justed infinitely by varying the filling.
In order to achieve this, these cou-
plings have an external fluid circuit
which allows the variation of the filling
levels and also serves as cooling
system. (Fig. 8). Variable speed cou-

plings for torque conversion are used
in drive systems where the operating
process should be varied via the
speed of the driven machine -econo-
mically, smoothly and infinitely.
Examples are pumps, fans or com-
pressors.

The couplings are located in a hou-
sing which serves as a fluid container
(anti-friction bearings; for special
applications also plain bearings).
Aluminium cast alloys are preferably
used as runner material. In the exam-
ple shown, a centrifugal pump, alter-
natively a positive-displacement
pump, delivers the cooling control
fluid which is then transported
through a heat exchanger to the wor-
king circuit in an open collecting
channel. Filling is adjusted by a scoop
tube (discharge pump) which is par-
tially filled for system reasons. On its
way from the scoop tube mouth to
the oil sump, the filling is mixed
thoroughly with the air supplied
simultaneously. To obtain compact
units, the distances between the fluid

1. Shaft sealing ring to protect the
bearing space

2. Bearing greased with fluid grease
3. Stainless steel
4. Hard anodic oxidised AL cast

parts
5. Low-temp. fusible plug

Year of construction 1992
suited for operating fluids:
water pH 4.5-8.5
HFA (oil in water)
HFC (watery polymer solution)
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cy for cavitation, the coupling power
range needs to be limited. The water
filled coupling slightly differs from the
standard oil coupling.

The further development of flame-
resistant HFD-U fluids for under-
ground applications is more favour-
able. No more additional constructive
measures are necessary here. The
introduction of an environmental
friendly HEES fluid also contributes to
this. Both fluids were successfully
tested on a test stand and are now
being tested by some customers in
practice.

Special applications at low tempera-
tures which have so far been solved
by oils of the viscosity classes up to
ISO VG 5 have not yet been tested.
Due to their unsafe hydrolytic beha-
viour, fully saturated, synthetic esters
can only be used for sealed coupling
types for the time being. Tests with
open coupling circuits are planned.

Fig. 7: Constant fill coupling 422 TW

Fig. 8: Variable speed coupling type SVNL, self-supporting

Schöpfrohr

Umlaufpumpe

scoop tube

scoop tube

circulation pump
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surfaces and rotating runner parts are
relatively small. Circulation times for
the contents of the container can be
less than one minute.

The fluid should foam only slightly
and have an excellent air release pro-
perty to guarantee the pump function.
With independent units, partial flows
for lubrication and clutching are de-
rived from the delivered main flow.
The fluid flow should be resistant to
pressure and offer  sufficient protec-
tion against wear and tear of the
pumps, switching elements and fit-
tings. The units are connected, via
vent filters and labyrinths, with the
ambient air and can therefore absorb
air humidity. The minimum lubricating
capability of the bearings should be
guaranteed and should naturally be
compatible with the sealing elements.
Like variable speed couplings, indivi-
dual converters are used as indepen-
dent units in the power flow between
drive motor (diesel engine or electric
motor) and driven machine. They are
preferred when excessive torque is
required in the low speed range, in
addition to the infinite speed adjust-
ment. Fields of application: rail cars,

building machinery, lifting gear, extru-
ders etc.
The design and function of these
independent converters are similar to
those of the variable speed coupling.
Consequently, the fluid property
specifications are identical.
The specified standard operating
fluids are hydraulic oil HL or HLP of
the viscosity class ISO - VG 32 for all
types (see next page).
The standard fluid does not fully meet
the specific requirements for an
increased range of applications.
Limits for low temperatures:
250 mm2/s (cSt) for units with centri-
fugal pump or 1000 mm2/s (cSt) for
units with positive-displacement
pump.
For these individual units, the viscosi-
ty class can be reduced up to ISO VG
22; for lower ambient temperatures,
sump heating should be provided.
Fully synthetic oils up to ISO VG 150
can be used for hot water cooling in
the vehicle or distance heating pump
drives, considering the rated opera-
ting viscosity. For these units, too, the
manufacturers should consider more

and more the customers’ require-
ments as to flame resistant and envi-
ronmentally friendly fluids.
In order to retain their market share
and not to lose out to drive units with
other physical function principles, the
manufacturers are also forced to
develop other suitable solutions for
the operating fluid water (fig. 10).
This fill-controlled coupling type with
external fluid circuit is supplied with
water from the mine water mains
underground. The coupling can be
designed with greased, sealed hou-
sing bearings or non self-supporting
bearings on the motor and gearbox
shaft. There are considerable con-
structive deviations compared to the
design with standard operating fluids,
leading to an own design series. The
test results of the tested constant fill
couplings filled with HFD-U and
HEES fluids are favourable to also use
these fluids in variable speed cou-
plings and individual converters of the
standard oil series, with slight functio-
nal limitations.

Fig. 9: Torque converter series EL
Individual converter with own oil
supply system for free installation in
the shafting

Fig. 10: Variable speed coupling for operating fluid „water“

motor gearbox
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Fig. 11: Fluids for variable speed couplings, industrial converters
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3.4 Hydrodynamic brakes,
retarders

Hydrodynamic brakes as safety or
load equipment convert the intro-
duced mechanical energy, completely
and without wear, into heat.
Frequently, the operating conditions
of brakes for industrial applications
and those of variable speed couplings
are identical. Consequently, the same
operating fluids can be used in most
of the cases. The retarders which
were specifically developed for the
use in commercial vehicles require
other operating fluids. Fig. 12 shows
an independent secondary retarder
which can be mounted on the gear-
box output or installed in the cardan
shaft line.

With identical active rotor diameters,
the retarder efficiency in vehicles is
about 100 times greater than that of
comparable converters and cou-
plings. Retarders with a power of
800 kW weigh approx. 100 kg and
function with a fluid volume of
approx. 10 l.
The braking signal from the driver is
converted in the prop valve into air
pressure which then presses the ope-
rating fluid from the oil sump into the
working circuit. The rotor connected
to the cardan shaft forms an internal
and external braking circuit. The en-
gine cooling water serves as cooling
fluid, with a supply temperature rang-
ing from 85°C to 95°C. The cooling
flow returns into the working circuit
downstream of the heat exchanger.
The bladed chamber filling and hence
the braking torque to be generated
adjust automatically, with a pressure
balance, on the intersection of the
cooling circuit with the sump. For the
cooling flow design, fluid tempera-
tures of 180°C up   to   max.   200°C
are  assumed

The working circuit is only fully filled in
the low speed range, with vehicle
speeds of less than 30 to 50 km/h.
For high vehicle speeds and thus for
high braking forces, only partial fil-
lings of 2-3 l, with a flow rate of
approx. 10 l/s, contribute to heat dis-
sipation. The braking fluid consider-
ably gets in contact with air in the
sump and the partly filled working
chamber. The air, which is partly
absorbed in the fluid, should be ca-
pable of escaping quickly enough and
without foaming or formation of aero-
sol when the retarder is switched off.
To be compatible with the ABS
system, switch-off times of less than
0.6 s are expected.

The recommended standard opera-
ting fluid for retarders in commercial
vehicles is single-range engine oil HD
of the viscosity classes SAE 10 W,
SAE 20 W 20 and SAE 30. Thus,
under normal operating conditions, oil
change intervals of 90,000 km in
trucks and of   135,000  km  in  buses
can  be reached. In case of severe
operating conditions (braking fre-

quency and duration), these intervals
should be halved. The world-wide
availability in vehicle service stations
is of utmost importance when selec-
ting the fluids.
The high heating-up rates of more
than 25 Kelvin/s may cause malfunc-
tions if the operating fluid contains
water. For operation at low tempera-
tures, all 3 fluids are only suited to a
limited extent. The drivers do not con-
sider the possible reduction of the
braking torque to 30 % during winter
in Europe to be unfavourable. During
cold starts, the retarder is used as
vehicle heating system and therefore
reaches its operating temperature
very quickly. The requirements as to
environmental protection should only
be considered in connection with the
system „vehicle“. The two alternative
fluids meet the requirements for
vehicle retarders worse or better. For
the use in buses, the change intervals
of fully synthetic oils could be increa-
sed to 300,000 km.

Fig. 12: Hydrodynamic brake for vehicles

gearbox

rear axle

water
air

operating oil reservoir (sump)

Rated value

driver
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A special field are the further devel-
oped integrated retarders.

The step-up ratio retarder is flanged
to the gearbox and its pinion shaft
engages in the gearbox output shaft.
The pinions and cylindrical roller bea-
rings are lubricated by the gearbox
fluid, the retarder has its own oil
reservoir filled with retarder fluid.

The retarder fluids described earlier
can be used for this arrangement.

A competitive product is the fully inte-
grated retarder with common oil cir-
cuit of retarder and gearbox. For this
solution, the temperature of use
should be reduced to the temperature
limit of the high-alloy gearbox  oil.
The oil circuit,  cooling flows and heat
exchangers are designed for these
lower temperatures of use. A de-

crease in power has to be put up with
here.

Since both retarder systems are of-
fered by one commercial vehicle
manufacturer, it is absolutely neces-
sary to observe the specifications in
the instruction manuals.

3.5 Variable speed planetary
gear

The variable speed planetary gear
(fig. 15) is a large-scale integrated,
hydrodynamic superimposing gear
unit with high efficiency. It is used in
power engineering and power supply
technology to feed great mass cur-
rents, as required, to the process by
varying   the   driven machine speed.
Driven machines are, preferably, boi-
ler feed pumps, fans, coal mills, circu-

lation pumps, compressors and
district heating systems.
Hydrodynamic superimposing gear
units are also known from the auto-
mobile industry. The industrial series
VORECON presented in this paper
was developed for a power range
from 1 to 50 MW in 3 variants.
The series RW known as long version
is suited to operate driven machines
with parabolic load torque, virtually
from standstill, infinitely without
speed drop, in two operating ranges.
Speed control is performed in the
bottom operating range by adjusting
the filling of coupling A. The superim-
posing gear unit F acts as fixed pla-
netary gear with supported ring gear.
The retarder D serves as flexible sup-
port. In the upper operating range,
the variable speed coupling is
connected to a multi-disk clutch B.
Speed control is performed via the
variable pitch control of the converter
C, acting on the revolving planetary
gear in the superimposing line.
This large-scale integrated system
with 3 Föttinger units and several
mechanical driving elements
demands exacting, partly contradic-
tory, operating fluid requirements. The
specified standard fluid is a hydraulic
oil free from zinc HLP of the viscosity
class ISO VG 46 with a load stage
≥ 12.
This fluid, which was mainly selected
as a function of the mechanical ele-
ments, does not meet all require-
ments of hydrodynamics.

The necessary compromises as to
viscosity, temperature of use and
foaming were considered for enginee-
ring, operation at low temperatures is
possible with the help of a sump hea-
ting.

Fig. 14: Step-up ratio retarder for truck and bus

1 Rotor
2 Stator
3 Retarder

housing
4 Oil reservoir
5 Pinion shaft
6 Drive wheel
7 Heat

exchanger
8 Cooling

water
connections
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4. Summary

This paper can only give an approxi-
mate survey on the function and
types of the machines called
Föttinger units. The differences of the
required fluid properties, as a function
of the machine type and application,
were explained with the help of some
examples. New tendencies to use
specific fluids were shown. Individual
values and descriptions of relevant
test methods have been deliberately
omitted and should be obtained from
the unit manufacturers. The new VDI
Standard 2153 „Hydrodynamic
Power Transmission“ offers a good
survey.
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Fig. 15: Variable speed planetary gear

1 rotor
2 stator
3 retarder housing
4 oil reservoir

5 pinion shaft
6 drive wheel
7 heat exchanger
8 cooling water connections
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